______________________
Putting a stop to advertising fraud
Order Form

Order Form
valid until xx.xx.xxxx

Your contact

between
fraud0 GmbH, Canisiusstraße 1, 81377 Munich, Germany
and
Customer

Tilman Pfeiffer
Managing Director
E-Mail: xx xx

Description
Base-Fee

Price

Bot Detection Software (“Enterprise”)
inkl. up to a total of …….. sessions1 per year

EUR / year

add. CMP2 from … sessions per year
KickStarter Onboarding Package (as listed in Features)

EUR
free of charge

Optional: Extended Contract Period
(opposed to GTC Period of 12 Months)

❏ 24 months
(10% discount on annual
price)

❏ 36 months
( 20% discount on annual
price)

Should the number of sessions defined in the base fee be exceeded, the price will be recalculated, based on the real number of
sessions according to the fraud0 software.
By signing, you place the order and accept our General Terms and Conditions (GTC) and our Data Processing Agreement.
The contract period begins with setup, but no later than xx xx 2022.
Terms of payment: Within 30 days, strictly net plus value added tax, if applicable.
Confidentiality: The undersigned is obliged to maintain confidentiality about all confidential matters - in particular content,
agreed conditions, etc. - during and after the end of the collaboration. In particular, care is taken to ensure that the
aforementioned data and information are not viewed or passed on by employees, freelancers, other third parties or family
members. The undersigned is liable for all damage resulting from this type of breach of confidentiality, as if it were their own
fault.

_________________________________
Location, Date, Signature

_________________________________
Munich, XX.XX.2022, Tilman Pfeiffer, CEO

1

Sessions: Total number of sessions per month, over all domains. A session is the duration that a user actively uses the website
or app. Once a user is idle for at least 30 minutes, by default each subsequent activity is assigned to a new session. If a user
leaves the site and returns within 30 minutes, no new session is recorded but the original session continues.
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CPM: Thousand contact price, price per 1,000 sessions across all domains.

All prices are excl. VAT if applicable.
Private and confidential
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Features
Bot Detection fraud0 “Enterprise”
Invalid traffic detection

✓

Low-quality traffic detection

✓

Automatic blocking

✓

Real-time data analytics

✓

Dashboard login

✓

Self-serve help center

✓

Email support

✓

Phone support

✓

Monthly Reportings

✓

Dedicated Account Manager

✓

Individualized Onboarding and Training

✓

KickStarter Onboarding Package
Personal Customer Success Manager

✓

Implementation Instructions

✓

Ticket Support for technical queries

✓

Regular open office hours with your Customer Success Manager

✓

Regulars Webinars on varying topics related to Bot Detection

✓

Private and confidential
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